
Aria Musicholistics and Clarendale of Mokena
Senior Community Team Up for Memory Care
Services
Aria Musicholistics has been selected by Clarendale to provide its unique holistic memory care
service to community residents.

CHICAGO, IL, USA, August 31, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Alzheimer's disease and dementia
plague a large part of the aging population in the United States. Brain games to increase and sharpen
memory are becoming more popular, on one hand, while science seeks to find a cure for these
ailments, at the other end of the spectrum. However, brain games don't always go deep enough to
create notable improvement, and medical approaches tend to work best within the context of a
memory care program.

Responding to an increased demand for memory care, a unique and holistic program started by
veteran musician and producer, Darryl Duncan, is poised to bridge the gap between brain games and
science.  This new service, rooted in the transformative effect of music on memory, is called Aria
Musicholistics. What makes Aria so unique is the level of personalization involved in its program. The
value of a service of this type hasn't gone unnoticed in the world of memory care experts. Even in
Aria's first months of operation, Senior Communities are eagerly integrating this new service for both
residents and staff.

The brand new Senior Community, Clarendale of Mokena, IL has teamed up with Aria to bring its
unique and powerful memory care program to residents. Aria was invited to Clarendale to
demonstrate its group Musicholistics session in August of 2016. The introductory session was
embraced enthusiastically by both administrators and residents. The Memory Care Director was also
lavish in her praise of the program and how it seemed to have strong potential for the residents. 

"Aria's goal is to greatly enhance and enrich the process of growing old while bringing new levels of
cognizance, joy, happiness and exhilaration to those we serve in the process," says Darryl Duncan,
Founder and CEO of Aria Musicholistics. "We've found that with the exhaustive research and
preparation we do for each of our clients, even in a group setting, we're often successful in putting a
smile on their face or a sparkle in their eye where one simply hasn't been for many years."

The union of Aria's holistic music-based memory care services with Clarendale's memory care
experts assures the advantages of a comprehensive system to help seniors maintain their
independence for far longer, and in some cases, possibly even restore precious memories that had
been buried for years under the weight of dementia. 

Those interested in Aria Musicholistics entertaining and effective "This is Your Life" memory care
services don't need to be in a Senior Community to receive the sessions. Affordable in-home
Individual Sessions are available by going to the Aria Musicholistics website and scheduling a
session.
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